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Contents:
1 x Bath Step platform (A) with detachable feet (B).
2 x Height adjusting feet (C).

Bath Step - User Instructions
MI0247 issue 1

The Bath Step by Mangar International is strong and lightweight and the textured 
surface ensures maximum security when stepping into and out of a bath. The 
height adjusting feet provide a step height of 15cm or 10cm.

(Model: AB0028)

freedom through lightweight solutions

How to use the Bath Step

Set the height to either 15cm or •	 10cm 
by	 fitting	 or	 removing	 the	 height	
adjusting feet (C).

WARNING: DO NOT use the step 
without the detachable feet (B)	fitted.

Ensure the Bath Step is dry and free •	
from soap or oil residue.

Position the Bath Step close to the •	
bath side.

Ensure that the Bath Step is stable •	
and stand on the step with both feet 
centrally on the platform.

Step directly into the bath.•	
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Mangar	International	reserves	the	right	to	alter	product	specifications	and/or	any	of	the	information	contained	within	this	document	without	notice.

Specifications:

Maximum user weight:
200Kg (31st)

Warranty
Mangar International guarantees this product for a period of one year.

The guarantee is given against defects in the product. The guarantee is not 
valid in the case of fair wear and tear, wilful damage, common neglect, misuse 
or	unauthorised	alteration	or	repair	by	unqualified	persons.

The following statements do not affect the consumer’s statutory rights. This product is sold on the 
understanding that in the event of any defect of manufacture or material appearing within one year of 
the date of receipt of this product, the product will be repaired or replaced free of charge providing 
that:

(a)  Reasonable evidence is provided (e.g. purchase invoice, delivery note) that the product was not 
purchased more than one year prior to the date of the claim.

(b)  The defect is not attributable to accidental damage (either in transit or otherwise), misuse or   
 unauthorised repair.

Mangar International
Presteigne, Powys, Wales, UK, LD8 2UF
Tel:   +44 (0)1544 267674
Fax:  +44 (0)1544 260287
customercare@mangar.co.uk
www.mangarinternational.co.uk

Cleaning
Clean the Bath Step with a non-scratch detergent.

Max: 15cm (6”)
Min: 10cm (4”)
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